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Cleaning
General dirt & grease can be removed with soapy water or appropriate cleaners. For paints
and other specific chemicals, refer to the manufacturers instructions.

Telescopic & 
Combination Ladders

York Survey Supply Centre
also stock single piece adjustable ladders 
- both telescopic and multifold combination - 

suitable for a variety of uses.

Please call for details. 

The Surveyors Sectional Ladder is a lightweight, 4 section aluminium 
ladder, designed to be compact & portable but extendible to 3.68 metres
in use. Round section, grooved rungs allow freedom of working angle.

The rubber end plugs on the two end sections ensure a safe surface grip
& help to prevent damage to wall decorations etc. The ladder comes with

two tie straps for convenience in transport & storage.

Before Assembly
Check each section to ensure that the four nuts & bolts on the slotted joint sections are in
place and tight. If any of these are missing do not use the ladder.

Assembly
1.   Loosen all wing nuts and offer up each section to be used to its neighbour - always

use the end sections to ensure maximum stability in usage.
2.   For safety, never use more than four sections.
3.   Check that the rungs on each section are parallel to their neighbours - a near-flush

fit on the joint sections ensures good locks between sections.
4.   Gently tap the jointed sections on the ground 
     (use a RUBBER HEADED mallet if necessary) to confirm good locking and to fully

close the joints.
5.   Tighten all wing nuts to finger tight. The ladder is now ready for use.

Disconnecting & Storage
1.   Taking each joint at a time, loosen the wing nuts and pull apart the sections.
2.   Do not attempt to loosen or undo the bolts with lock nuts (allen type heads) holding

them. This would critically weaken the joints and make the ladder unuseable.
3.   As each section is removed, tighten its wing nuts until they just begin
    to need slight pressure.
4.   Once all sections used are parted and adjusted, lock all ladder sections together 
     with the tie straps.


